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Hopes of a rapid post-Covid recovery for BASA Members
is being hampered by the relentless raw materials price
rises and general lack of availability. The supply issues in
the Construction industry have been widely discussed in
the press and by the Construction Products Association
and my article in the July BASA Bulletin (Issue 93 under
Publications at www.basa.uk.com) gave some details on
the wider issues we face in our sector that go beyond
timber, metal, glass and cement shortages but the latest
survey of BASA Members has confirmed that the
situation continues to worsen and leaves us feeling that
there is no end in sight, and things may well get worse
before they get better. The recent Hurricane Ida and its
effect on the Petrochemical plants along the central Gulf
of Mexico just reinforce the unpredictability.

has highlighted that Members are facing 30% increases in
monomer, polymer and solvent purchases and 10-30%
increases in pigments and surfactants. Even the filler/extender
prices have risen by up to 10%, so that’s price rises on most of
the substances BASA Members use to formulate products. If
you add the 10-30% increases in packaging, the longer lead
times, and the tight freight availability to transport the
finished products declared in the BASA survey then it is no
wonder that customers are seeing the prices of adhesives and
sealants increasing.
I hesitate to add to the pain by mentioning UK REACH, but I
would urge you to look at BASA’s feature article on page 12
where I will discuss some of my concerns with BASA’s
technical consultant Caroline Raine and outline some areas
where we are really worried about the impacts of the current
legislation on BASA members.
On a more positive note, we are now informed that legislation
to stop the recognition of CE marking on the GB market will
NOT be passed to enforce the originally promoted 1st January
2022 deadline. MHCLG have confirmed that legislation to end
recognition of CE marking for products placed on the GB
market will be put in place to enforce a new date of 1st
January 2023. There is also recognition that we may need
additional provision to be included in that legislation to deal
with testing capacity or capability issues.
See this news article on the BASA website and all other
updates at: www.basa.uk.com/Home/News

BASA NEWS

BASA Council are working with Helen Curry from
Foundation PR to support BASA members in terms of
improved communication and data provision. Please
read Helens initial article on page 11 and expect to start
to see more from BASA on this topic in the run up to the
end of the year.
We are also running a short but important survey for
members to provide support data and this survey is still
open. If you have not yet submitted your feedback,
please do take 5 minutes to take the survey found on the
members area of the website under Business Steering
Committee WG. The analysis of the survey data to date

www.basa.uk.com
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projects, on the basis that customers are subsidising the
underlying R&D.

For many UK chemical manufacturers, R&D tax relief is a
tried-and-trusted way to fund investment in innovation. The
incentive offers firms a steady source of cash to hire more
staff, develop new products and overcome shocks like
COVID-19 and Brexit-induced supply chain disruptions. And
with pressures to digitise the sector too, R&D funding can be
a vital tool to drive efficiencies and support the industry’s
digitisation agenda.
But just as the UK manufacturing sector has undergone much
change in recent times, so too has R&D tax relief. Many
chemical manufacturers are now familiar with the incentive,
but aren’t up to date on recent policy developments which
have changed key details of how to claim.

“Despite all these changes to R&D tax relief,
the opportunity to benefit is still there. UK
chemical manufacturing is highly
advanced, and the sector is research and
development intensive. These policy
changes won’t cut eligible businesses out –
that is, if they make the adjustments
required. As manufacturers enter a critical
period post-Brexit and post-pandemic, R&D
tax relief remains a
powerful source of
funding.”
- Peter Beavis MSci PhD,
chemicals and materials
sector specialist at
ForrestBrown.

The changing market of R&D tax relief
HMRC has grown increasingly concerned about errors (and
outright fraud) occurring in R&D tax relief claims. As such, it
has introduced several measures aimed at improving the
quality of R&D claims (such as 100 new compliance staff to its
R&D unit).
Concerns about error and fraud have been worsened by a
marked increase in unregulated, spurious tax advisers
offering businesses bad advice or poor-quality service. Many
legitimate, unsuspecting businesses have found themselves
facing difficult questions from HMRC alone as their adviser
lacks the necessary skills to support them.
More generally, there’s been a tightening of HMRC’s approach
to R&D tax relief rules and guidelines. For example, HMRC has
challenged some SME R&D tax relief claims for customer-led
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How to proactively sense check your
claim:
If you’re unsure about your current R&D tax relief position,
there are a few quick, common-sense steps you can take.
Quality check your adviser: Your adviser should regulated
member of a professional body, like the Chartered Institute of
Taxation (CIOT). Not all advisers are, and this means they are
unregulated.
Sector expertise: A robust R&D tax relief claim is built on a mix of
expert tax advice and sector insight. If your adviser lacks this
expertise, you should strongly consider finding one that does.
www.basa.uk.com

Get enquiry ready: Most HMRC enquiries take several months to
resolve and HMRC will need to speak to your ‘competent
professionals’. They need to be fully prepared for what can be a
detailed and time consuming, and even nerve-wracking, process.

Why now is a good time to claim for the
first time
There is a lot of change happening in the realm of R&D tax relief
policy. But let’s be clear, this is a positive thing. The incentive has
grown and grown, and now is the right time for the government to
recalibrate its approach.
But for manufacturing firms, there’s a risk of being caught out at a
time where they need R&D tax relief the most. This risk can,
however, be managed effectively by working with the right adviser.

Understand your contract: Check the scope of work in the
contract – is enquiry support included? Keep an eye out for
restrictive tie-ins and termination clauses, and make sure you fully
understand the proposed fee structure.
Know your R&D tax relief claim: What precisely are you claiming
for? In recent times, HMRC’s expectations for evidence and records
to support an R&D tax relief claim have increased. It’s up to
manufacturers to clearly define their specific project boundaries.
Essentially, do you know what you are claiming for and why?

ForrestBrown works with government at the policy level and
ensure our clients are prepared for any changes. R&D tax relief
remains a powerful incentive for chemical manufacturers – but the
right advice makes a world of difference.
ForrestBrown are hosting a webinar for BASA members on
the new era for tax relief at 12pm on the 11th October
2021. Please come along and join us to learn how these
changes may impact your business. Event details will be
added to the BASA website.

visit: www.forrestbrown.co.uk
www.basa.uk.com
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J Palmer BASA Technical Officer
To coin a much over used phrase
these days, we are living in
unprecedented times. The ‘perfect
storm’ created by the combined
cumulative effects of the pandemic,
Brexit and plant breakdowns
leading to material shortages, has
led to enormous problems in virtually every supply chain
that exists in our world. In these circumstances our
members have worked tirelessly to keep the show on the
road and thanks to their cooperative approach and the
wealth of experience and expertise within the BASA
community, we appear to be making progress in all areas,
albeit slowly.

to UKCA marking and the ending of the recognition of the
EU CE mark, within Great Britain. The apparently simple
approach of ‘lifting and shifting’ EU regulation into UK Law
has created problems that will take many years of
parliamentary time in legislation development to resolve.
BASA continues to be active and vigilant in representing
members concerns and issuing guidance on best practice.
All this is achieved through communications via the
member’s area of our website, our weekly virtual clinics
open to all members, the BASA Bulletin, and our regular
open industry forums.

As I previously mentioned, we are very fortunate to have a
wealth of experience and expertise within the technical
community of BASA who are working hard to interpret the
implications for our industry of the various scenarios as
they develop, often in advance of their implementation,
and to communicate them both to members and our
The corona virus pandemic had a huge impact on government. So, finally I would like to thank them and their
businesses everywhere. Within BASA we quickly responded employers for their continuing commitment and tireless
making the necessary changes to our internal working dedication.
practices, switching to virtual meetings etc. and supported
those members in their efforts to maintain production and
supply into the essential supply chains, for example
foodstuffs and medical. We assisted members in developing
their systems and processes to be Covid secure sharing best
practices and keeping them updated with Government
advice.
As the pandemic begins to ease, within the UK at least, we
have been sharing best practice procedures in returning to
more normal working conditions.
The challenges presented by Brexit have been many fold.
The initial border issues and compliance with the Trade and
Cooperation agreement led to multiple issues with the new
requirements for tariff codes and rules of origin. BASA was
able to assist the membership generally through contacts
with government and providing guidelines and explanatory
documents.
The longer-term issues created by the new chemical
regulation scene, where maintaining continuation of
compliance with EU legislation combined with the new
compliance requirements of the new UK legislation, such as
UK REACH, continue to create problems for our industry.
Again, BASA continues to support members with guidance
documents, seminars and discussion forums and
representations to official departments to ensure our voice
is heard. Finally, in this section, I must mention the
challenges, and they are numerous, created by the change
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~ How to choose a mixer ~

 

Degassing
While the mixing revolution and rotation action will not add
any air to your materials during mixing, and in fact is likely to
remove them, it is possible for entrapped air to remain after a
normal mixing step. Models such as the THINKY ARE-250 have
an additional “defoaming” or “degassing” mode, where the ratio
of revolution to rotation is altered to favour the revolution component, generating high centrifugal forces on the materials —
up to 510G. The lowest density contents, air bubbles, rise to the
surface of the liquid and are destroyed by shearing forces of the
slower rotation. Typically, this process removes most visible
bubbles — only bubbles less than several hundred microns in
size are left behind, hardly visible to the human eye. After this
A simple blend of low viscosity liquids may very well mix degassing step, a further standard mixing process is often
easily with no visible air bubbles. More complex mixes carried out to recombine the materials evenly.
involving differing viscosities and/or powders will be
more difficult to achieve an air-free mix without extra Mixing under vacuum
help. For critical applications, where even micro-bubbles In some circumstances, mixing under vacuum is needed to get
are unacceptable, then mixing under vacuum may be the required air-free result. Examples include higher viscosity
required.
materials that are reluctant to give up their bubbles, or when
added powders keep air trapped, or for nanoparticles, or for
The mixing principle
some critical applications where even micro-bubbles cannot
The fundamental and common technology of all the be tolerated (perhaps an optical product). In these cases, the
THINKY range is “planetary centrifugal mixing”. This planetary mixing is done under a vacuum, in mixers which
mixing action does not use blades, paddles or other have integral vacuum pumps — the THINKY ARV-310P is a
invasive tools. The technique involves rotating containers popular example. The mixing container undergoes the revoluaround their central axis, at a 45° angle, whilst at the same tion and rotation process in a vacuum chamber. The vacuum
time revolving them around a central point; similar to the causes bubbles to expand and move towards the surface,
way the earth moves around the sun, giving us both move from higher pressure to lower pressure, and causes air in
days and seasons. In the THINKY, these rotations and solution to come out, improving the mixers’ ability to extract
revolutions are very fast; ~1,000’s of RPM. This generates them from the material. Mixing and degassing are achieved
mixing forces of about 400G, giving powerful material simultaneously, in a hands-free fully automated and repeatable
movement in the container. The ratio of revolution to process. There is a very high degree of deaeration, materials are
rotation is critical to providing the optimal mixing forces. left devoid of micro-bubbles, homogeneously mixed and
The technology results in a fast, fully homogenous mix ready for the next step in manufacture.
and, unlike machines that rely on the insertion of paddles
or impellers into the material, no air is introduced; in fact, To suit your requirements
the shear forces finely disperse any entrapped air, and With their ability to quickly transform multiple parts of liquids,
there is a tendency for it to be removed (“squeezed out” pastes and powders into homogenous, ready to use materials,
to the surface).
planetary mixers form an integral part of a repeatable mixing
process. Numerous sizes and configurations are available,
Planetary mixing
allowing mixers to be selected with attributes which best suit a
Planetary mixers, including the THINKY ARM-310, offer processes requirement
significant productivity improvements over typical hand
mixing techniques. Able to homogeneously disperse To help with specifying a mixer, our product specialists would be happy
to discuss your application to determine which might be most suitable.
engineering compounds such as adhesives, sealants, For more information on THINKY Mixers call 01865 842842.
lubricants, cosmetics, or pharmaceuticals in seconds to
minutes, they provide consistent mixing results every
time. Mixing takes place in removeable containers,
meaning there is no mess to clean up after a mixing
process, thereby saving valuable time and avoiding cross
contamination.
Choosing the correct mixer with the right capabilities
will often depend on the materials you need to mix —
how prone are they to retain air (perhaps due to high
viscosity), how much air is already trapped in them,
how much air is brought into the mix from the
powders you are adding, etc. Planetary centrifugal
mixers typically have three types of function or
capability to help you mix your liquids, pastes and
powders, with complete uniformity and without air
bubbles. Here Steve Yeomans, Marketing Executive at
adhesives specialist Intertronics, explains how to
choose a mixer.

www.basa.uk.com
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 The HSE’s investigation found that:

• There was significant non-compliance
regarding
management
of
substances
hazardous to health.
• The company had failed to carry out a suitable
and sufficient assessment and had not prepared
for this emergency (but foreseeable) situation.
• The RPE (face masks) provided did not have the
correct type of filter for protecting against
Hydrofluoric Acid gas.
• The type of RPE provided to workers relied on a
good seal against the face in order to protect
workers and no face fit tests had been
undertaken to ensure the masks fitted the
workers’ faces.
• Furthermore, workers were unshaven meaning
their beards or stubble prevented an effective
seal of the RPE to their faces.

The company was fined £13,000 and ordered to
pay costs of £9,551, but the true cost to the
business is likely to be much higher, with senior
management time involved in the case, and the
likelihood of increased insurance costs due to
the HSE prosecution and potential Employers
Liability claims arising out of the incident.
All of these negative impacts could be easily
There are many substances that employees will encounter
avoided, and would have cost far less than the
which are harmful to health, and it is vitally important to ensure
HSE penalties.
that even small spills are approached with appropriate caution.
Any employees involved in the clean-up process must be
So what can you do?
trained to deal with the situation and equipped with suitable
There is a process you should follow to ensure
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - including Respiratory
your employees are kept safe should they need
Protective Equipment (RPE) to enable them to safely deal with
to respond to a chemical spill:
the spill.
• Identify any products you store or manufacture
If, as an Employer, you fail to ensure both of these criteria are
that are potentially hazardous (as per the Control
met, you could find yourselves in breach of the Health & Safety
of Substances Hazardous to Health or COSHH
At Work Act, as well as potentially incurring Employers Liability
regulations) as part of your Spill Response Plan
claims for any injuries that your employees sustain as a result.
• Provide spill response training your employees
to take into account any of the products that
Volumes don’t have to be big to be problematic – a recent HSE
they could encounter (including the potential
prosecution dealt with a case where less than 200 litres of a
accidental mixing of products due to spillages)
chemical (which included hydrofluoric acid) spilled across a
• Ensure the PPE and RPE you provide is suitable
large area of a factory floor.
for any situation your employees might
Four workers were involved in the clean-up that took several encounter and fits the individual
hours, and according to the HSE, not only did they have no spill
response training, but they were also provided with The most important (and often overlooked)
elements of PPE to consider are protection for
inadequate PPE and RPE to undertake such a clear up.
the eyes and the breathing air supply. This can be
Some of them suffered ill health following the incident, which
combined – for example in a full face mask – or
included an asthma attack, a severe headache, nausea, sore
considered separately, depending on the results
eyes and throat. One of the workers was referred by his doctor of the risk assessment.
to a specialist for treatment.
| BASA Digest Issue 1
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What Are the Issues Surrounding Face Fit
Testing and Beards for RPE?
When it comes to RPE there are different
choices of face masks depending on the
tasks to be carried out and the nature of the
hazardous substances to be protected
against. Some types of face mask, which
offer higher levels of protection, require a
fitting to the face of the individual wearer.
The general consensus regarding face fit
testing and beards is the less hair, the better.
In fact, HSE conducted a study 1 that
showed just how much a beard could affect
the seal quality; assessing the impact of
stubble on the mask’s seal quality, and
measuring its affects from the wearer from
being clean-shaven to having seven days of
growth.
The study concluded that the effect on
protection was quite specific to the
mask/wearer combination. Protection could
be significantly reduced where stubble was
present, beginning within 24 hours from
shaving, and generally worsening as facial
hair grew.
What are the solutions?
The answer will largely depend on the
person’s reason for growing the beard. If
they don’t have a particular attachment to it
and are prepared to wear a close-fitting
mask, then they could shave this off as well
as any additional facial hair that may affect
the seal.
However, some people choose to grow a
beard for religious reasons, whilst others
could grow a beard for medical grounds, so
if the beard is grown for either of these
underlying factors, then alternative options
will need to be found, such as loose-fitting
RPE such as visors, helmets and hoods can
all be used as alternatives to keep the
employee safe at work.
Spill Response Planning & Training
Spill response planning and training is a
specialist area, and we would urge
employers to only use suitably experienced
and qualified providers. OAMPS have
worked with OHES for many years, and their
team provides the 24/7 Emergency Spill
Response on the Pen Underwriting scheme.
www.basa.uk.com

           
         
For over thirty years Chemique Adhesives has been committed to building
long-term relationships with its customers, successfully providing them with
technical and adhesive advice that has helped them to grow and prosper. A
customer that has benefited from this commitment is AIM – Acoustic and
Insulation Manufacturing, a manufacturer of specialist insulation products
based in West Sussex.
AIM who are part of the SIG Performance Technology Group, produce a
variety of bespoke insulation products and manufacture a range of fire,
thermal and acoustic insulation products primarily to the construction
industry as well as to a diverse range of sectors.
“We had been looking for ways to maximise the efficiency of our
manufacturing operations and increase production on our acoustic and
insulation lines particularly during busier times when there was an increase in
demand,” explained Tim Dalton, General Manager at AIM. “It was also
important that we continued to reduce the amount of solvent based
adhesives we were using on site and if we could eliminate solvents and
increase output then we were on to a winner.”
To achieve these goals, the company approached adhesives expert and
existing supplier, Chemique Adhesives and after assessing their operations, a
plan of testing was put into place using less hazardous hot melt adhesives.
“Looking at their current setup, we were able to offer a high-performance
alternative to a solvent-based adhesive that would allow for a better
manufacturing and application process whilst eliminating the use of
hazardous solvents,” said Bob Lovegrove, Chemique Adhesives Business
Development Manager.
Samples of the material to be bonded were tested in the laboratory by the
Technical Team at Chemique Adhesives and the test results confirmed that a
hot melt adhesive would be an ideal solution. The adhesive has a high initial
tack, long open time and can adhere to a variety of substrates that are
regularly used as part of AIM’s manufacturing processes.
Bob commented “We were able to provide AIM with an alternative to a
solvent based adhesive and that was a hot-melt system which would
eliminate the need for additional extraction systems and provide the freedom
to be able to spray hot melt anywhere in the factory. As well as this the new
environmentally friendly hot melt requires only a one-way stick, unlike the
existing solvent based adhesive that had to be a two-way stick, so this has
resulted in a faster production time.”
“The new holt melt system is working really well for us and we have already
seen improved efficiency and productivity,” said Tim. “The team at Chemique
have always been proactive in solving problems and suggesting
improvements and we can always rely on them to come up with the right
solution. Not only did they carry out a full technical assessment, but they also
provided the adhesive and adhesive application equipment for our specific
needs.”
The Chemique Adhesives ‘Total Service Package’ includes full engineering and
technical support and provides AIM with total peace of mind as equipment is
regularly serviced and after-sales support guarantees smooth
implementation and operations.
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Caroline Raine, BASA Consultant
In
January
2020,
COMMISSION
DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2020/11
amending Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008
of the European Parliament and of the
Council on classification, labelling and
packaging of substances and mixtures as regards information
relating to emergency health response, was published. This
amendment formally delayed the first deadline for consumer
mixtures by a year, bringing it in line with the deadline for
professional use mixtures.
The dates became:
• Consumer and Professional use — 1 January 2021.
• Industrial use — 1 January 2024.
For those who have already made notifications in accordance
with Article 45(1) before the dates listed above, there is an
extended deadline of the 1 January 2025 by which all existing
notifications must be updated to the new requirements.
The deadline of the 1st January 2021 coincided with the end
of the transition period. And this is where it became difficult for
BASA members. The obligation to make the notification lies
with the importer, which in many cases is the BASA members
European customer(s). Of course, a UK company may make a
voluntary notification using an EU legal entity if they wish to
reduce the burden on their customers. It was also difficult as
many BASA members had chosen to do poison centre
notifications under the “old” Member State rules so that they
could benefit from the till 2025 transition period. The problem
being if they were done using a UK legal entity these became
null and void.
UK based companies – What are the options?
The options are as follows;

Scotland, England and Wales
Poison centres will remain voluntary, as the
implementation date was after the end of the transition
period it was not adopted into law. If you wish to make
a voluntary notification you only need to send a copy of
your Safety Data Sheets to the National Poison
Information Service (NPIS). You should send this
information by email to sds.npis@nhs.net. The
submission of a SDS to the NPIS does not in itself mean
that a given product is approved for sale. There is no
obligation to generate or submit a unique formula
identifier (UFI) code in Great Britain, but the NPIS will
register your product with its associated UFI if one has
already been generated. To support the NPIS, please
ensure the UFI is clearly identifiable on the front page of
the SDS.
Northern Ireland
Northern Ireland will follow the Annex VIII requirements,
but not through the ECHA portal. Instead, once the
Annex VIII dossier has been created it should be sent to
the NPIS. Because NPIS does not have access to the
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) poison centre
notification (PCN), submissions for NI must be provided
in the form of a PCN and sent directly to NPIS
Birmingham as the appointed body.
In order for submissions to be valid, they must be either:
• produced directly in the ECHA-approved IUCLID
desktop/cloud platform and exported as an .i6z dossier
• if produced using a third-party tool, the submission
must then be imported into the ECHA PCN, and
exported as an .i6z dossier. This exported dossier will be
accepted by NPIS as a submission
These submissions should be made via email to
sds.npis@nhs.net.
You must also include a UFI in the submission of
information and on the label or, in some cases, the
packaging of the products that contain a hazardous
mixture.
More information on Northern Ireland and Poison
centres can be found at this link:
www.gov.uk/guidance/submitting-chemicals-informat
ion-to-the-national-poisons-information-service

Of course, if you have an EU legal entity that will take on the
role of importer – even better!!

| BASA Digest Issue 1

The final challenge for BASA members is the fact that
not all Member States have fully implemented the
Annex VIII portal and some have additional
requirements not widely advertised!
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British manufacturers, importers and suppliers are facing
product shortages with the associated price rises across the
board. The sealants and adhesives sector and the diverse
markets it serves are no exception. BASA has been taking a
look at some of the factors that are exacerbating these
issues and what they mean for the sector going forward.
The first issue, the obvious one, that has hit the sealants and
adhesives sector is, of course, the global pandemic.
Businesses across the world have been affected in myriad
ways and the ripples continue throughout every sector, not
least shortages and rising costs of raw materials. With plant
outages, staff absences, logistics difficulties and new
operations and legislative directives hitting the industry
simultaneously and suddenly last spring, it is not surprising
that materials shortages are still filtering through the supply
chain now. As companies begin to readjust their operations
to the “new normal” supply glitches and problems continue
to influence all manufactures, suppliers and distributors.

• Transport issues: it is no secret that transport costs
globally have rocketed. BASA members tell us that the cost
of a container has risen by more than 1000% since the
pandemic started. Road haulage costs have also soared,
fuelled by increases in diesel prices and driver shortages.
Crude oil prices are up over 30% in 2021 and the
Construction Products Association’s latest research
indicates that HGV driver shortages are now classed as
‘severe’ or ‘very severe’ by more than 60% of logistics
companies. Since transport costs – both incoming and
- contribute a large percentage of
Of course materials shortages have come at a time when outgoing
manufactured
costs, this has impacted prices significantly.
the world economy is growing, increasing demand and
pressures on the supply chain. After an estimated • Brexit: delays caused by increased paperwork and
contraction of 3.3% in 2020, the International Monetary growing tariffs and duties are now filtering through the
Fund (IMF) is predicting the global economy to grow by 6% system and causing interruptions and delays in supply and
in 2021, and 4.4% in 2022. It is fair to say that the pandemic increased prices. In pre-pandemic, so-called “normal”
has affected demand in strange and unpredictable ways. times, these issues could be absorbed by the sealants and
For example, the airline sector tanked, but there was a adhesives industry. With all of the other factors at play,
massive boom in domestic paint and coatings. This has not issues caused by Brexit have been felt more severely than
only had an effect on prices – BASA members report the they might have been.
cost of silicone for example to have risen by up to 25% in
2021 with more to come – but also put demand cycles out • Labour and skills shortages: labour and skill shortages are
of synch. Materials that have previously been on 3-4 week well-documented in the news. BASA members report
lead times are now taking up to 16 weeks to arrive, if they difficulties in recruiting staff at all skill levels as they try and
arrive at all.
meet increasing demand. This in turn is leading to wage
inflation of around 6% in the sector which again feeds into
But perhaps even these disruptions might have been price rises.
absorbed by industry, had all other things been equal. But
what other factors have been present to aggravate supply • Other disruptions: fires at major raw materials suppliers,
chain stability and create the perfect storm for the sector? strong local demand in China, the closure of the Suez
Canal – all extraordinary events that have intensified a
• Weather: maybe the weather in Texas might not be an global economy thrown out of balance by the pandemic.
obvious mitigating factor in the chemicals industry but the
unprecedented climate conditions in an area that is so pivotal BASA members have absorbed many of these rising costs
in the global chemicals industry has had an impact on supply and changed their manufacturing schedules to mitigate
just as it was recovering from the pandemic. Massive power against shortages and increased lead times but most, if not
outages following the February 2021 ice storms hit over 9 all, have been compelled to pass on some price increases.
million homes and businesses and took weeks - if not Every BASA member is working hard right now to meet
months - to repair. This massively impacted production of demand, communicate with suppliers and customers, and
many raw materials at the heart of the global chemical to try to manage the supply chain in unparalleled
industry on which the sealants and adhesives sector relies.
circumstances.
www.basa.uk.com
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Article by: Lorna Williams, BASA Secretary General
& Caroline Raine, BASA Consultant

The BASA member companies who supply adhesives &
sealants in the UK have long been considered as
downstream users (of chemicals) since the start of the
introduction of EU REACH in 2007. This feature article
discusses the changes in the status of the majority of
downstream for Members that UKREACH has introduced
and BASA’s Consultant Caroline Raine and Executive Officer
Lorna Williams will outline their concerns regarding the
workability and costs of the regulation in their current form.
We will start with a bit of background information.
Companies or individual workers who use chemicals are
called downstream users in EU REACH and as the bulk of
the UK legislation is lift and shift for UKREACH this definition
is carried over. So, what is the real problem if they are the
same?
The issue is that the EU as a chemicals market is huge! A lot
of the chemical supplying industry (be that actual
manufacturer or bulk storage facilities of petrochemicals
from Asia and the US) is now based in the EU and not in the
UK. The actual physical chemical manufacturing base in the
UK has declined, as companies have centralised facilities to
get the best capacity utilisation and costs base across
Europe. This means that we now have a lot of downstream
users compared to substance manufacturers and the
downstream users will all become importers with the
introduction of UKREACH. It is they NOT their EU
manufacturing suppliers who have the obligation to
comply with UK legislation.
A transitional provision has been put in place to try to
minimise disruption to business by allowing existing GB
downstream users and importers and manufacturers based
outside of the GB to use something called a downstream
user import notification (DUIN). Remember that a DUIN is
not a pre-registration. The concept of pre-registrations does
not exist under UK REACH. Article 127E of the statutory
instrument (SI) implementing REACH in the UK provides the
transitional provision for these GB-based legal entities. Also
having notified under Article 127E, you don’t have to
register unless you wish to continue importing the notified
substance after 300 days plus either 2, 4 or 6 years of the end
of the transition period. The registration deadline is
| BASA BULLETIN Issue 94



 

dependent on the tonnage and/or hazard profile of the
substance and will run until 2027. Having said all of this, the
real issue is that only substances should be notified, not
mixtures. If you import mixtures, you will need to consider
the individual substances within those mixtures and
calculate if any will be imported at or above one tonne per
year. This is where life gets very difficult for BASA members
as many of their raw materials are not substances but are
polymers or mixtures in mixtures (or even mixtures in
mixtures in mixtures!) Whilst the guidance from HSE is that
where information about a substance is not available then
that information need not be provided, how can you then
meet your obligations? In most cases the supplier of the
mixture or polymer will not be prepared to divulge the
composition of their products.
In BASA’s latest member survey over 80% of the responses
revealed real concerns about how they can comply with
UKREACH and members feel that the effect of the new
regulation could be permanently damaging to the UK
Chemicals sector, with a significant reduction in the range
of raw materials available. This will inevitably reduce the
number of formulated products available to users of
adhesives and sealants in the UK and could even push
product manufacture outside of GB.
BASA is adding its voice to the Alliance of Chemical
Industries pleas to DEFRA and the UK Government to think
again about the suitability of a regulation originally
designed for the whole EU marketplace being duplicated
for just GB with the proportionality higher proportion of
users of chemicals (and not the actual manufacturers). After
all we are talking about substances that have been
evaluated and registered in the EU, have data available to
HSE in relation to that registration and the costs of the
registration have already been proportionately met by UK
suppliers and users of the chemical substances. The
thought of imposing addition cost and complexity for GB
users of chemical substances with no benefit is frightening
and threatens to negatively impact direct foreign
investment with relocation to the larger EU market.
If your EU raw material supplier indicates that they are
looking after the registration and after 28th October
2021 decides not to complete the registration then,
without a DUIN, a downstream user would then be
required to immediately register the substance. BASA
will be working hard in the next month to try to issue
some more guidance and case studies to show how
BASA Members can submit their DUINS to safeguard
the supply of their raw material substances until the
deferred registration deadline.
www.basa.uk.com

A safe future for
polyurethane products
A diverse product
Polyurethane (PU) adhesives and sealants are
versatile, innovative and safe. They are used in a wide
variety of applications in construction, packaging,
automotive, furniture, engineering, marine,
transportation, and many more.

!

PU products are made by reacting diisocyanates
and polyols.

YOUR STAFF WILL NEED TO BE
TRAINED TO KNOW HOW TO APPLY
PU PRODUCTS SAFELY

A new regulation has
been adopted
UKREACH is the new regulation adopted in the UK
from 1st January 2021 to improve the protection of
human health and the environment from risks that
can be posed by chemicals. On 3 August 2020, a
new restriction on diisocyanates EU 2020/1149
was carried into UK legislation unchanged from the
original EU regulation. It targets respiratory and
dermal sensitisation potentially caused by
diisocyanates and requires training prior to use.
A new REACH Statutory Instrument (2021 no 904)
enters into force in GB on 30th September this year
which makes some changes to entry 74 on
diisocyanates, mainly to make it operable in a
GB-only situation.

What does the restriction mean, how is
the training developing and what is the
timeline for implementation?
Your staff will need to be trained and certified by 24 August 2023 in how
to handle products containing diisocyanates safely. This will apply to
all professional and industrial users of products with a total monomeric
diisocyanate concentration of > 0.1%. Such products will have to carry a phrase
on the label from 24 February 2022 indicating the requirement of training.
FEICA, in coordination with ISOPA and ALIPA, the diisocyanate
manufacturers’ industry associations, is preparing training material for use
by its members and by adhesive or sealant users. We expect it to become
available as of February 2022, early enough for all users of PU products to
be trained and certified by 24 August 2023.

“

Labelling requirements
on pack

All users trained
and certified

24 February
2022

24 August
2023

The industry is strongly
committed to the safe use
of diisocyanates and
safety in the workplace.

www.basa.uk.com

”

FEICA is planning to make online
training available for easy usability.
Additionally, the material will
become available for individual
classroom training. Holding a
certification to prove attendance to
the training, including a final exam,
will be mandatory for all professional
and industrial users applying the
product. The adopted legal text
requires the training to be provided
by an expert in occupational Health
& Safety. Employers must keep
records of the training provided to
their employees.
Additional requirements may be
added by Member States beyond
what has been defined in the REACH
restriction. Further clarification is
needed on how training will be
implemented in each member state.

As
August
2023
As from
of 2424
August
2023
adequate
adequate training
training is
is
required before
before industrial
industrial
required
or
or professional
professional use.
use.
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Who are BPP University?
We are a global leader in education solely dedicated to business and the
professions, along with ranking #1 for the number of UK Postgraduate
Students who went into “Employment and are in Highly Skilled Occupations”.
Combining innovative study content with real-world experience and insight
from expert tutors, we provide industry knowledge and teach the practical
skills that will help our students excel in the workplace.

Polyseam are pleased to showcase a new
and innovative sealant product system we
created for one of our own brands, The
Protecta Eco-Foil, which is designed to
reduce environmental impact and waste
on construction sites.
The system works by inserting a 300ml
sealant
foil
into
the
reusable
Eco-Cartridge, which fits into a standard
skeleton gun. The cartridge has a
double-ended plunger, so once the
sealant foil is empty, remove the cap and
nozzle and re-fill the opposite end with a
new 300ml sealant foil. Simply replace the
cap and nozzle at the opposite end, insert
into the dedicated gun and the system is
ready for use!
Each Eco-Cartridge can be reused a
minimum of 60 times, fits into a standard
skeleton gun and Eco-Foil sealants last on
average 6 months longer than the same
product in a cartridge. The products
available in the Protecta Eco-Foil range
include FR Acrylic, FR Graphite and FR IPT.

w w w. p o l y s e a m . c o m

What makes BPP University different from our competitors?
• Our programmes are designed in partnership with employers and
respected professional body associations, so we can be confident that our
students receive the best professional education which will prepare them for
their future careers.
• Students are taught by experienced practitioners, many of which have
previously worked in Fortune 500 organisations.
• BPP University is part of BPP Professional Education Group, which trains
numerous professionals within FTSE 100 companies. This allows us to nurture
relationships with the professional world to ensure our programmes are
relevant to today’s business needs.
We work with several organisations seeking professional development
opportunities for our students, so they can gain practical experience to
complement their academic studies and enhance their overall employability
skills.
Many of our students have expressed strong interest in the Construction and
Engineering sector so we are keen to raise the profile of our professional
development partnership opportunities to gauge whether you feel that
possible partnership can be of interest to your team.
Please feel free to have a look through our brochure to learn more about BPP
University and our students. This is also including further insight into the
master’s program the students complete and also testimonials from other
employers and students.
There are several ways your members can potentially engage with our
students; I have noted a few examples below:
Types of opportunities:
· Paid or unpaid, full or part-time graduate level opportunities
· An internship or placement (including virtual placements)
· Consultancy project – for example researching potential new markets,
devising social media campaigns
· Volunteering – for example contributing to community/CSR projects
· Work-shadowing a Manager or Department
· Mentoring
· General training tasks and activities that Learning and Development teams
may be able to offer
· Employer led workshops and talks providing insights into industries,
business practice and key skills
If you are interested to find out more, please fill in and submit the enquiry
form on the BASA website under ‘news’ and a member of the BPP Placement
team will be in touch to discuss your interest further.

Members of: FEICA • Trade Association Forum • Alliance of Chemical Associations
Society of Adhesion & Adhesives • BSI • UK Food Paper Packaging Chain • The Construction Products Association
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